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Abstract

Living Labs have been established as real-life pilot settings in which IT innovations are developed and validated. Once these steps have been completed, these innovations are ready to be moved out of the Living Lab environment into the real world. In many cases Living Lab innovations require not only technological but also socio-political and institutional changes to be made in order for them to be adopted. The need of socio-political and institutional changes becomes especially visible in cases where Living Lab participants attempt to propose innovative solutions for domains that are highly regulated. The reason for that is that in such cases, often the existing legal requirement would need to be adjusted first, in order to create grounds for the further adoption of the innovation. The question as to how to achieve such legal changes related to Living Lab innovations in a highly regulated environment has received very limited attention. In this paper, we specifically focus on understanding of framing processes and how they are used by the Living Lab participants in a politically savvy way to mobilize a multi-level network of actors in their attempts to bring institutional change. We further investigate this framework through a case study involving a variety of framing processes that took place in the Beer Living Lab. The Beer Living Lab is part of the ITAIDE project that aims to develop and test an eCustoms solution for international trade. In addition to our contribution of the conceptual framework and the accompanying empirical case study, we also identify further implications for practitioners who are involved in similar Living Labs in highly regulated environments.
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1 Introduction

In the past two decades, there has been a trend to establish so-called Living Labs, public-private partnerships where innovative technologies are developed and validated (Følstad, 2008a; 2008b). These Living Labs typically involve users, firms, and academia that work on an emerging technology (Ériksson et al., 2005). Common aims of Living Labs are to “evaluate or validate new ICT solutions with users, gain insight in unexpected ICT uses and new service opportunities, experience or experiment with ICT solutions in contexts familiar to the users, [and conduct] medium- or long-term studies with users” (Følstad, 2008a, p. 51). Research that reports on Living Labs usually focuses on aspects of the development phase, such as the set-up of the Living Lab, the innovation methodology used (e.g. user-centric design), as well as the innovation product(s) resulting from the Living Lab study (cf. Baida et al., 2008; Frößler et al., 2008; Følstad, 2008a, 2008b). However, we have observed that there is a lack of literature on Living Labs relating to the adoption of these innovations.

In particular, we are concerned with Living Labs where the 'real world' is highly regulated and where in order to adopt the Living Lab innovations significant regulatory changes are necessary. Our empirical work on eCustoms calls attention to this concern. eCustoms innovations take place in a highly regulated environment: in particular, all businesses involved in the export and import of goods are affected by rules and laws set by national and supranational government agencies. The eCustoms innovation that we have studied, brings with it new technologies and new ways of working that can only be applied after major changes are made in the corresponding regulations. Actors in the broader network are likely to have different frames regarding the innovation, that is, they have different understandings and interests in terms of what the innovation means to them and what it could deliver when adopted. Framing processes are essential to bring alignment among the various frames and to mobilize actors and resources in the network. Thus, we consider these framing processes crucial to the collective action required to bring about the necessary changes.

In this paper, we aim to contribute a conceptual framework which explores framing processes and how they are utilized, in a politically savvy way, to mobilize a multi-level network of actors. Our framework builds on the collective action and social movement literature to discuss the different framing processes (Hargrave and Van de Ven, 2006; McAdam et al., 1996; Benson and Snow, 2000), on the multi-level network model (Rukanova et al., 2007; 2009) for discussing how framing is used to mobilize different actors in the Living Lab network, and on the work of Van de Ven (2005), to analyze the politically savvy behaviour of actors in the framing processes. The term politically savvy refers to the ways in which actors are able to take into account the multiple interests of those they are seeking to include in their network, and how they actually engage them to bring about the institutional changes (Van de Ven, 2005).

We make use of our empirical study of the Beer Living Lab (Beer LL) to illustrate the application of the framework. The Beer Living Lab is part of the 6th framework ITAIDE project and focuses on the development and validation of an eCustoms innovation for the export and import of excise goods (including alcohol and tobacco). This is a highly regulated environment. Partners in the Beer LL all have great interest in seeing their solution or parts thereof adopted. We analyze how they have been framing the Beer LL
innovation in varying ways throughout their extended network. We identify several directions for future research and also investigate the implications for practitioners involved in other Living Labs that face similar institutional and regulatory challenges.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: first, we discuss the theoretical background which underpins our conceptual framework. Then, in the next section we address the research methodology. This section is followed by a discussion of our case findings. Finally, the paper concludes with the discussion of the results of our analysis and the presentation of our conclusions.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 The issue of legal feasibility and regulatory change

In a context which is highly regulated by national and supranational governments, the proponents of the innovation may need to find ways to bring about changes in the associated laws that may stand in the way of the adoption of the innovation. One may consider several reasons for the fact that the Living Lab innovation may not yet be legally feasible and taking into account the existing legal framework during the development of the innovation is not sufficient to ensure this feasibility in advance. First, the existing legislation may de facto prohibit any other procedures or use of IT at the moment, but the Living Lab's raison d'être may be to challenge this situation, solve problems that rise from the current situation, or identify further improvements. Then, legal changes are inherently required. Second, the developed innovation may have unexpected potential uses of the technology that are not provided for yet. Then, limited use of the innovation may be legally feasible, but more advanced use of the innovation may not. Lastly, not all legislation may be as clear-cut yet. There may be over-arching directives guiding the actions of the Living Lab actors, but these may still be open for further specification and negotiation on how they could be shaped. In that case, Living Lab innovators might be expected to provide input and guidance on the further development of these directives and how they could be implemented by applying the innovation.

In all these cases, we argue that the Living Lab actors have a key interest in pursuing the collective engagement of a group of people in an extensive network to change existing institutionalized practices. Whereas there is an abundance of research on IT innovation and adoption, these studies often do not address the role of legislation, see it as an external factor or part of the remote environment that needs to be taken into account (Schooley and Horan, 2007; Johnston and Gregor, 2000). However, new laws may be a response to innovations, for example when they bring to the light certain caveats in law, such as when it became possible to share music files amongst Internet users. The predominant perspective taken is a unidirectional view where governments set the rules that businesses have to comply (Johnston and Gregor, 2000). In that case, existing or new regulation can be viewed as providing the legal framework within which innovations are developed as a response, for example, regarding environmental laws that led to the implementation of new production technologies. However, one can question the extent to which a unidirectional perspective holds. For example, Faerman et al. (2001) show how the collaboration between public and private partners led to
legislative changes in the financial sector. But where they investigate several important factors in this cooperation (such as leadership), we are interested in the socio-cognitive and political processes underpinning such changes. In our further study of the literature on institutional innovation and change, our attention was drawn to the collective action model for institutional innovation, which we discuss in the next section.

2.2 Collective action model for institutional innovation

In the context of our study and problem at hand, we zoom out on the many actors in an inter-organizational field, and stress a social-constructionist mode of change, which fits the collective action perspective (Van de Ven and Hargrave, 2004). This concurs with earlier research on the problem of how to bring a Living Lab innovation in the highly regulated environment, where Rukanova et al. (2007; 2009) propose to make use of the collective action model for institutional innovation (Hargrave and Van de Ven, 2006). They demonstrate how the model can be applied in a Living Lab setting in the area of eCustoms. The collective action model of Hargrave and Van de Ven (2006) “examines the construction of new institutions through the political behaviour of many actors who play diverse and partisan roles in the organizational field or network that emerges around a social movement or technological innovation” (Hargrave and Van de Ven, 2006, p. 868). Their collective action model consists of the following four core elements: (1) the framing contests, (2) the construction of the network, (3) the enactment of institutional arrangements and (4) the collective action processes.

Within social movement theory, framing contests are seen as the ways in which the meaning of issues are created and manipulated (Campbell, 2000). Hargrave and Van de Ven (2006) illustrate how successful activists position and frame their solution. We discuss frames and framing in more detail in the next subsection. Framing is seen as an essential activity for construction of the network, to involve participants. The activists need to organize a network and mobilize resources that can be utilized for the proposed changes (see also Binder, 2002; Warren, 2001). Both bottom-up and top-down organizational processes are considered essential, because a network of engaged operational actors is equally important as top-down political support and commitment. The enactment of institutional arrangements relates to the ways in which actors contest and change “political opportunity structures”. These political opportunity structures can be both formal and informal and may potentially result in the promotion or inhibition of the changes proposed by the activists (Campbell, 2002). Based on the technology innovation literature, Hargrave and Van de Ven (2006) utilize the collective action perspective to illustrate how new technologies emerge through contested political processes. When, as a result of these political contests, proponents of the change become more powerful than those in favour of the status quo, innovation may occur.

In applying the collective action model to a Living Lab setting, Rukanova et al. (2007; 2009) provide several directions for the extension of the model and outline directions for further research. One key extension to the model that they propose is the further operationalization of the concept “construction of networks” by taking into account the various direct and indirect actors in the highly regulated environment and their interactions (see section 2.2 below). The authors also identify several linkages between concepts of the collective action model (in particular links between framing, the
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construction of an appropriate network and the use of political opportunities) and provide some initial findings. They do point out, however, that the further exploration of such linkages represents fertile ground for future research. In this paper, therefore, we further explore the link between framing, the construction of an appropriate network and the use of political opportunities. The notion of political savvy provides a conceptual bridge between the framing processes and political opportunity structures, thus allowing us to further investigate this linkage in the collective action model.

2.3 Construction of the network

In our approach we will also make use of the multi-levelled network view as proposed by Rukanova et al. (2007; 2009). In their conceptual work, Hargrave and Van de Ven (2006) do not provide a detailed overview of how the network of actors could look like. For further operationalization of the construction of the network concept, Rukanova et al. (2007; 2009) identify three general levels at which the mobilization of the network can be traced:

*Level 1*: the level of the innovation project, where only specific individuals from different organizations are involved;

*Level 2*: the level of the different organizations, which participate in the innovation project;

*Level 3*: includes the wider network, to which each organization participating in the innovation project has access to.

Level 3 can be further elaborated if needed to provide for a finer-grained analysis. Sub-levels can follow the progression from organizations in national member states, economic zones, to other overarching international organizations. Institutions that influence IT innovation at these three levels are for example government authorities, international agencies, professional trade and industry associations, research-oriented higher education institutions, trend-setting corporations, and multi-national corporations (King et al., 1994).

Rukanova et al. (2007; 2009) further introduce the notion of interactions to trace the dynamics relating to the mobilization of actors. They talk about *horizontal interactions* to trace those interactions that take place among actors at the same level and about *vertical interactions* to trace interactions that involving those interactions between different levels.

2.4 Frames and framing processes

2.4.1 Frames

Within the tradition of Social Movement theory, the notion of frames has been adapted primarily from the work of Goffman (1974). Frames are considered to be cognitive in nature, relating to the beliefs and meanings that people attach to and through which people make sense of day-to-day life (Benford and Snow, 2000; Kaplan, 2008). In the IS literature, the notion of an organizing vision provides us with further insight into the frame of an eInnovation. The organizing vision not only takes into account the users’
interpretations but also incorporates a broad view of the innovation at hand. The organizing vision is seen as an emergent, evolving discourse reflecting the knowledge and interests of a heterogeneous network of individuals that may include not only (potential) users, but also consultants, technology suppliers, journalists, and academics (Swanson and Ramiller, 2004). In the context of highly regulated environments, governmental bodies obviously need to be included in this list.

The notion of an organizing vision forces the researcher to focus on the importance of interpretations of the innovation and of the part such interpretations play in legitimizing the innovation and facilitating the mobilizing of resources and the necessary change processes (Swanson and Ramiller, 1997; 2004). Frames constituting the organizing vision thus also concern the interests of people and also relate to both the extent and the ways in which the frames legitimize participation in collective action (Benford and Snow, 2000). As Goffman (1974, p. 345) suggests:

“Frame, however, organizes more than meaning; it also organizes involvement. During any spate of activity, participants will ordinarily not only obtain a sense of what’s going on but will also (in some degree) become spontaneously engrossed, caught up, enthralled.”

In the setting of collective action, we would propose that this spontaneity is rather limited and that people need to be engaged more deliberately. This is where we see that strategic framing processes come into play, in order to involve people, construct a network and acquire resources.

2.4.2 Strategic framing processes

The Social Movement literature identifies four basic, intentional, deliberate strategic framing processes, also referred to as “frame alignment processes” (Benford and Snow, 2000; Snow et al. 1986). Frame bridging often appears to be the primary strategy used by social movements. It refers to “the linkage of two or more ideologically congruent but structurally unconnected frames regarding a particular issue or problem” (Snow et al., 1986, p. 467). It focuses on the actions taken by members of the social movement organization in spreading information and reaching out to potential participants. Frame amplification centres on stressing the core values that the group finds important to protect and promote, and strengthening the ideas about presumed relationships that are part of the frame. It is defined as “the clarification and invigoration of an interpretive frame that bears on a particular issue, problem or set of events (Snow et al., 1986, p. 469). Frame extension refers to the social movement organization extending “the boundaries of the primary framework so as to encompass interests or points of view that are incidental to its primary objectives but of considerable salience to potential adherents” (Snow et al., 1986, p. 472). Lastly, frame transformation may be a deliberate and necessary process in order to successfully engage participants in collective action. It refers to the actual changing of extant frames and their related values and beliefs. Thus, “new values may have to be planted and nurtured, old meanings or understandings jettisoned, and erroneous beliefs or “misframings” reframed” (Snow et al., 1986, p. 473).

---

1 The notion of “misframings” comes from (Goffman, 1974, p. 308).
2.5 Political opportunities and political savvy

The notion of political savvy provides a conceptual bridge between the framing processes and political opportunity structures, thus allowing us to further investigate this linkage in the collective action model. Drawing on Van de Ven’s (2005) notion of political savvy we propose that being politically savvy is an essential factor in collective action processes in general, but also for the Living Lab actors in particular as they link their frames (based on understandings and interests) to those extant in their broader network. As Van de Ven (2005, p. 372) proposes, “actors who create resonant frames and who are schooled in the tactics of local social and political cultures are more likely to achieve success than those who are not. Indeed, a political view of technological change leads to an extension of the old adage that ‘the world is run by those who show up – and it usually favours those who are involved and who are politically savvy’.” Being politically savvy means that people are able to understand the interests of other key actors and to engage them in such a way that they will become active participants in the collective efforts as well (Van de Ven, 2005). Interests are, however, typically not static, rather they are dynamic and fluid (Snow et al., 1986; Kaplan, 2008). Further, given that there are also different sense-making and change processes at play, and that the group of actors involved in the process is heterogeneous and evolving, the whole notion of static frames and interests needs to be carefully avoided (Benford, 1997). Thus interests may be shared and entwined at one point in time, but may be divergent and conflicting at another. As a result framing and re-framing processes may need to be undertaken at different points in time to ensure that actors mobilized in the network remain committed to the change efforts.

2.6 Conceptual framework

We have visualized our framework in Figure 1. Summarizing, our conceptual framework is inspired by the collective action perspective on institutional innovation and our context of interest are highly-regulated environments, where Living Lab innovators aim to bring about IT-enabled innovation. In such a context, actors will have different frames with respect to the proposed innovation which reflect their interests and understandings. Frames can be described in terms of the organizing vision. Through strategic framing processes, participants in the Living Lab set out to mobilize other actors in a multi-level network and commit them to the proposed institutional changes. This process of framing makes use of political opportunities and requires political savvy, which is the ability to understand the different interests of these actors, and to create commitment by successfully manoeuvring in the multi-levelled network.
3 Methodology

The research methodology that we have adopted in our study falls in an interpretive and processual tradition (Markus and Robey, 1988, Walsham, 1993). Interpretive studies are “aimed at producing an understanding of the context of the information system, and the process whereby the information system influences and is influenced by the context” (Walsham, 1993, p. 4-5). Processual research focuses on how processes unfold over time (Pentland, 1999). We are interested in the processes of framing, where different actors have different interpretations of the innovation at hand. Given the novelty of the research topic and the framework, we make use of the empirical materials in an exploratory fashion, investigating how the constructs identified in our conceptual model inform us further about the ways in which actors engage politically savvy in framing processes to move an innovation out of a Living Lab into a highly regulated environment.

3.1 Data collection

We have collected data within the setting of the ITAIDE project. ITAIDE stands for Information Technology for Adoption and Intelligent Design for E-Government. The ITAIDE project is a 6th framework IST project funded by the European Union. The goal of the project is to develop innovative solutions for eGovernment in the context of cross-border trade. The project started in January 2006 and will end in June 2010. Data have been collected through interviews, participation in workshops and meetings, and from documentation, over the period from February 2006 to December 2008. Interviews, workshops, and meetings have mostly been recorded, but given the overall
quantity of research in the broader setting of the project, partially transcribed. Meeting notes or minutes have been sent out to participants for verification and clarification purposes. We have also been able to draw upon the documentation and recordings made available by other project members on the internal workspace of the project. Furthermore, we have also gained further understanding through informal contacts, phone calls, email exchanges and meetings both with project members and external actors (e.g. at conferences).

### 3.2 Data analysis

We have used our conceptualizations as a “sensitizing device” (Klein and Meyers, 1999) to go through the data and explore how it informs us further about the linkages between the elements of the collective action model proposed by Hargrave and Van de Ven (2006) and about the politically savvy framing strategies that practitioners apply in their efforts to bring innovation to a highly regulated environment. We are particularly concerned to explore the linkages between the construction of a network, framing and political opportunity. In addition, we have made use of the multi-level network perspective suggested by Rukanova et al. (2007; 2009) to further structure our analysis.

In our analysis we have taken the ITAIDE project members as the focal actors. Partners involved in the ITAIDE project have varying yet strong interests in seeing the potential innovation that comes out of the project adopted in a broader context and are considered as the ones to “push the innovation forward”, certainly in the first years of the project.

The analysis process that we utilized can be summarized in the following steps:

**Step 1. Analysis of the network of actors**

As a starting point for our analysis we use the BeerLL network, as well as the concepts of horizontal and vertical interactions that were derived in earlier research (Rukanova et al., 2007; 2009). We also extended the network with additional actors that we identified in our analysis. We used the horizontal and vertical interactions as a starting point to identify instances of mobilization of the network.

**Step 2. Determining the focus of analysis**

Given the potential number of actors and mobilization processes, we had to limit our analysis. As we wanted to provide an in-depth illustration of the framing processes that took place, we made a choice to focus on interactions by BeerLL innovators targeted at two groups of stakeholders, namely the government and the industry associations.

**Step 3. Analysis of the levels and the interactions** that the innovators used to engage in framing processes in order to influence the actors identified in Step 2.

**Step 4. Analysis of the framing processes** in terms of the four strategic framing processes as identified in literature (i.e. bridging, amplification, extension and transformation).

**Step 5. Reflection on politically savvy behaviours in the framing processes.**

In the following section we present the results of our analysis.
4 Findings
During the analysis we have made use of the conceptual framework presented in Section Two and the steps of data analysis presented above in Section Three. Below, we first provide a short introduction to our case study, the Beer Living Lab. We then discuss the multi-level network of actors and we proceed with analysis of the framing processes addressed to two groups of stakeholders: the government and industry. At the end of this section, we reflect on the political opportunity and political savvy behaviour that we observe during the framing processes.

4.1 The Beer Living Lab\(^2\)
The focus in the Beer LL is the analysis of how ICT solutions can support the administration of export of excise goods. When beer – an excise good – is sold, the seller needs to pay a special tax called an excise tax. The general principle is that excise tax only has to be paid in the country in which the excise good is sold and consumed. Hence, if a beer producer in the Netherlands is exporting beer to a retailer in, for example, the UK who sells the beer to English consumers, excise tax has to be paid by the English retailer to Customs and Excise UK. In this case, the beer producer in the Netherlands can export excise-free. Clearly, this is only acceptable for the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration (DTCA), if the beer producer in the Netherlands can prove that the goods were indeed shipped outside the Netherlands.

EU reports indicate that there is very significant fraud associated with the export of excise goods under suspension, which are exempt from paying excise tax. As sources of the European Commission show “Member States estimated in 1998 that for alcohol only, fraud amounted up to €1.5 billion yearly, which was approximately 8% of the total excise duties receipts on alcoholic beverages. Nowadays the market share of illegal cigarettes is equivalent to approximately 9% of the total excise duty receipts on tobacco products” (European Commission, 2006). In the report of the High Level Group on fraud in the tobacco and alcohol sectors which had been endorsed by the Directors General of Customs and Taxation in April 1998, it is pointed out that the paper-based procedure does not work well and it is recommended that a computerized system is set up to tackle this problem (ECOFIN, 1998).

The proposed electronic system (called Excise Movement and Control System, EMCS) simply replaces paper-based documents with electronic messages. While it allows for faster traceability of goods, it adds to the administrative burden for companies. Companies will have to invest in developing and maintaining new interfaces to communicate with the authorities. In addition, companies have to maintain other interfaces to report to government when it concerns other procedures such as VAT, export and statistics. The EMCS solution is not fully automated and still requires a paper document, on which a reference number of the electronic transaction is stated. In addition the new system also creates dependency of the logistic processes of the company.

Moving an e-Innovation from a Living Lab to the real world

The BeerLL businesses, government, technology providers and universities work together to propose innovative solutions for export of excise goods, which provide better simplifications for companies, compared to the systems proposed by the EU. Key partners involved are: a large Beer Producer (BP), the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration (Dutch TCA), a National University (NU) and a technology provider 1 (TP1). In addition, several other parties were also involved in some of the BeerLL activities, including a Sea Carrier, UK Tax and Customs Administration (UK TCA), and a second technology provider (TP2).

As a result of these collaborative efforts, the BeerLL innovators proposed a radical shift from the traditional “information push” to an innovative “information pull” model. In the new model, trusted traders (like Authorized Economic Operators), which can demonstrate that they are in control of their supply chain operations do not need to submit any information to the authorities any more. Instead interested governments get 24/7 secured access directly to the commercial systems of the supply chain partners and via a Single Window “pull” information when needed. This approach relies on system-based control and builds on innovative technologies like Service-Oriented Architecture, smart seal and open standards. The BeerLL demonstrates how layers of administrative burden can be removed and costs savings can be realized, while at the same time ensuring high levels of control and security.

In terms of the legal feasibility issue (see 2.1), the Beer LL innovators have taken the existing laws and directives as the basis for their innovation, for example regarding the requirements set in terms of which information needs to be exchanged. However, they knew that their innovation would always in some ways challenge existing legislation, because the ITAIDE project is aimed at solving the current problem of high administrative burdens, while making trade secure. Any procedural redesign would have an impact on current procedures that are highly formalized. Furthermore, the guiding EU directives on the establishment of a Single Window and the introduction of the Authorized Economic Operator were (and are) not fully implemented at the Member State level yet and thus to a certain extent open for discussion and negotiation. Again, the project goal is also to show how these EU targets could be realized with the use of novel information technology and procedures. Lastly, only during the project, it became clear that the Beer LL innovation could be the basis of the so-called “information pull model”. To adopt the Beer LL solution in this unexpected way, though, changes are needed in the Customs Code, Excise Directives, VAT law, and Statistics rules. Thus, the participants set out to co-opt other actors in their efforts to influence the current legislation.
4.2 The network of actors

The network of actors for the BeerLL presented in Figure 2 is adapted from earlier research on the BeerLL (Rukanova et al., 2009). The figure is build following the three levels discussed in Section 2.1, which express a progression from the individual participants that participate in the Living Lab (level 1), to the organizations, to which these participants originally belong (level 2), to the wider network of the involved organizations (level 3). In addition, level 3 is further operationalized to provide additional structure in the network moving from organizations at a national, economic zone, and international level. The colours give an indication as to which BeerLL actors has linkages to the actors in the identified organizations. The numbered lines in Figure 2 represent interactions in which the BeerLL innovators engaged where the number indicate the sequence of engagement. Below, each of these interactions will be explored. The focus will be to analyze the framing processes which took place and to reflect on politically savvy behaviours.

Figure 2: Overview of the network of actors and interactions for the BeerLL
4.3 Framing Processes

4.3.1 Framing addressing DG/1

The BeerLL innovators identified the current legislation as one of the key barriers for further adoption of the BeerLL solution. The relevant EU level legislation is drafted at the Directorate General (DG/1). After analyzing the situation, the BeerLL innovators decided that one approach would be to target DG/1 directly. This was done via the interactions between Level 1 and Level 3c, where direct contacts between the BeerLL innovators with representatives from DG/1 were established. The framing towards DG/1 is represented with the interactions labelled with [1] in Figure 2. The key players engaged in these interactions were DTCA and the National University. The engagement in interactions with DG/1 was mainly via face-to-face communication. This included individual meetings and discussions, as well as a half day workshop. During these interactions, the BeerLL innovators framed the BeerLL concept as aligned with the long-term strategic objectives of the EU and at the same time they showed how the proposed BeerLL approach could bring greater advantages and trade simplification to the trusted companies, compared to the approach currently followed in the EU. The strategies utilized in engaging with DG/1 had elements of frame amplification, frame extension, and frame transformation.

Frame amplification, extension and frame transformation with DG/1

During the interactions with DG/1, the innovators presented the BeerLL concept as aligned with the long-term objectives of the EU but at the same time as complementary to the current EU approaches. It was argued that for reliable companies the BeerLL concept could bring significant reductions in their administrative burden. This strategy can be seen as a combination of frame amplification and frame extension. First, the aim was to clarify and strengthen the similarity of the values and beliefs of the BeerLL and DG/1 regarding the objectives. Second, the BeerLL concept proposed by the innovators was not framed as something completely different, but rather as a complementary solution.

In addition to the frame extension strategy, in the approach to DG/1 we also see that the innovators used elements of the frame transformation strategy. The proposed concept to be applied to reliable companies was framed as radically new compared to the approach used in the EU. As discussed in section 4.1, the key innovation of the BeerLL is the concept that trusted traders would no longer need to provide any information to the authorities but instead, the authorities can pull information from the commercial systems of the supply chain partners. Secured access to such information can be made available 24/7 and this will provide the authorities with full supply chain visibility. The BeerLL participants tried to convince members from DG/1 that this transformed way of looking at the problem can enable the EU to better achieve its long-term objectives.

Learning from the interactions and framing towards DG/1

During the workshop it became clear that DG/1 would not be able to utilize the results of the BeerLL directly or, indeed, in the near future. Several suggestions and concerns were raised. First of all, it was pointed out that DG/1 was currently very busy with implementing the eCustoms systems that needed to be up and running in the short run. These deadlines associated with these systems had to be met since legal obligations
existed for member states and trading businesses to develop interfaces to interface with these systems. It was explained that in the short run it would be difficult to explore opportunities offered by other innovation projects such as the BeerLL. Second, they pointed out that at EU level, the span of control of the European Commission (EC) is limited. The EC facilitates discussions among member states but ultimately the member states would need to agree on changes and commit to implement them. Based on these findings, the BeerLL participants had to re-evaluate their strategy. They saw that the direct approach was not very suitable at that specific point in time.

They decided to pursue an indirect approach, and more specifically target national governments. This was a logical move, as from the interactions with DG/1 the innovators became aware about the limited power of the Commission and the position of member states in the decision-making process. Whereas individual member states alone were not able to bring changes at EU level, strong coalitions between member states was seen as a powerful instrument for change. The innovators decided to start with one member state in which they operate and gradually work to involve other member state governments. They further decided to make use of industry and industry associations in the Netherlands in order to put pressure on their national government. This became the focus of their subsequent engagement.

4.3.2 Framing with an industry focus

The involvement with the industry evolved through different stages and reflects collective efforts from the innovators. The engagement with the trading community was initiated by the Beer Producer (BP), where in separate events BP presented the BeerLL ideas to conferences of the trade association. Examples of key framing processes are discussed below.

Frame alignment with the other Dutch Brewers

Initially, the association for Dutch Brewers (BA1) was addressed (see interaction [2] in Figure 2). The Beer Producer (BP) presented the BeerLL concept and made an attempt to achieve frame alignment on the basis of common industry concerns and interests by trying to relate to the problems that other Brewers faced. The experience, however, was that this attempt did not succeed. While the Beer Producer is a large multinational company which has sophisticated IT and internal control procedures, many of the other brewers were small and medium-size companies and for them the BeerLL concept was perceived as too IT-demanding and unsuitable.

Frame alignment with multinational companies

As a next step, the BP presented the BeerLL results on a conference event of a Dutch Industry Association (Ind1) (see interaction [3] in Figure 2). Ind1 is a Dutch industry association and has as one of its goals to represent the interests of companies and to promote trade simplification. In the BeerLL, Ind1 saw the opportunity for a nice 'proof of concept' which could be used as an example to demonstrate to companies what simplifications might be possible when using innovative technologies, as well as to demonstrate to the policy makers how further trade simplifications could be achieved. Surprisingly, the BeerLL concept was received with much interest in this audience, namely from the other international companies. The frame alignment here was achieved not based on the same industry, but based on the scope of operations of the companies.
Big multinational companies were able to recognize the problems which BeerCo addressed and were able to see the benefits that the proposed concept could bring to improve their own situation. This allowed the BeerLL innovators to further sharpen their message and to include the trusted trader concept much more explicitly there.

Learning from the interactions with the companies
When evaluating their further strategies, the BeerLL innovators made use of their earlier experience. They became aware that big multinational companies were suitable targets for their further dissemination activities. They realized that the BeerLL concept assumed that companies have sophisticated IT infrastructure which can be used to provide the authorities with full supply chain visibility. And it was the big multinational companies that possessed such a sophisticated IT infrastructure, rather than the small brewers. While the BeerLL was initiated in the context of the Brewing industry, it turned out that the solution is sufficiently general that could address the problems faced by multinational companies operating in different domains.

The innovators also realized two other important aspects. First of all, in terms of efficiency they realized that it would take too much effort to address the multinational companies individually. Second, during the interactions with the companies it became evident that individual companies did not have the resources available to pursue the change in the institutional environment which was required for the adoption of the BeerLL concept in practice and this was not their core business. Further developing and engaging in such change processes were not directly related to their core business. In addition, as individual players they did not occupy a very powerful position. The BeerLL innovators, therefore, decided to target directly industry associations, who represent the interests of the businesses. The BeerLL innovators decided to contact Ind1, as they already had had positive experiences with the earlier presentations of BeerCo at the Ind1 conference.

Frame amplification with the Dutch Industry Association (Ind1)
For the BeerLL innovators, partnering with Ind1 (see interaction [4] in Figure 2) provided a more powerful position to disseminate their ideas further, as they could benefit from the network and the communication channels that Ind1 has already established. Thus here we see that by smart partnering, frame amplification is achieved and the BeerLL innovators were in a more powerful position to reach out to the right audience and appeal for change. Collaborative efforts (of which Ind1 took part of) resulted in the framing of the BeerLL concept being more focussed and targeted to the needs of the businesses.

Frame bridging, extension and frame amplification with industry associations in other EU member states
Using one of the channels of Ind1, namely an international conference organized jointly by Ind1, as well as three other trade facilitation associations Ind2, Ind3, Ind4, from UK, Germany, and France respectively, the BeerLL innovators had the chance to present their ideas to a wider international audience. As the message of the BeerLL was already well targeted for such an audience, in their framing processes the BeerLL innovators were able to connect to problems that the other industry associations were facing as well, and in such a way achieve frame bridging. The association from the UK, which
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has a very powerful position in Europe expressed interest in further collaboration. Follow-up meetings with the BeerLL innovators, Ind1 and Ind2 were scheduled to discuss possibilities for collaboration (see interaction [5] in Figure 2). These processes on the one hand provided opportunities for further **frame amplification**, due to the growing power of the network of actors supporting the BeerLL idea. On the other hand, they provided opportunities for **frame extension**, as the BeerLL innovators, Ind1 and Ind2 discussed ideas of how to combine their own interest and ideas into a broader message, which they could use for enriched communication when approaching businesses and policy makers.

*Learning from the interactions and framing towards the industry associations*

Whereas the Beer LL originally believed that they would get better response from the Beer Association (BA1), it turned out that their frames were much more resonant with the organizations taking part in the other Industry Associations. By participating in events organized by Ind1, they were able to strengthen the ties with Ind1 and Ind2, and work towards further commitment of these organizations. The interactions with these other industry associations in an international conference also illustrate a move towards a more international context, where the innovators aim to ensure the industry support across a number of member states. This relates back to the lessons that the innovators learned during their interactions with DG/1, i.e. that they have to gain the commitment of numerous member states in order to increase their chances of success.

### 4.4 Politically savvy behaviours and continuous learning

The framing strategies as discussed above evolved over time and they were changed and reshaped as more knowledge was acquired relating to the (other) actors in the network. The examples illustrate that the direct approach to other actors, who ultimately need to become part of the network, is not necessarily appropriate, and indirect approaches may be both more appropriate and also may be easier to implement. While some attempts to implement framing processes did not work out as expected, they provided valuable input on how to refocus the framing processes and indicated which participants in the network might be more amenable to the framing processes. Once certain influential actors in the network had been successfully approached, we saw that processes of **frame amplification** begin to take place and it thus became easier to make an impact and join other collective action initiatives. In these efforts we see also processes of **frame extension**, as when you move to this wider collective action initiative, you may need to look for synergies as well as attempt to accommodate other actors’ interests, in order to be part of the wider debate.

When framing the BeerLL innovation, the BeerLL participants were very well aware of the political opportunities for change. The BeerLL concept was framed in a way that was consonant with the long-term strategic objectives set by the EU in its multi-annual strategic plan for eCustoms (DG/TAXUD, 2008). This political savvy behaviour was pursued from the start of the project, starting with the development of the redesign and pilot stages and was maintained during the dissemination stage. By demonstrating how the BeerLL concept was able to address EU strategic concerns, the innovators were able to explain to the actors in the network why this concept was relevant and deserved
attention. This also enabled them to stimulate the interest of the other actors in the network and engage them in follow-up discussions.

In their interactions for involving actors from the wider network, the BeerLL innovators constantly enhanced their learning about the political structures and power bases in the network. They realized that they possessed limited resources and they had to be strategic and political in their interactions. The decision to make a shift from the network of Brewers to the network of Ind1, where there is a wider representation of multinational companies is one example of a politically aware manoeuvring in the network. A second example is the idea to work with the associations directly, rather than spending resources to engage with individual companies. The politically savvy behaviour was constantly adjusted, however, based on the interactions and the continuous learning processes that occurred through such interactions.

5 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we have provided a further application of the collective action model for institutional innovation by Hargrave and Van de Ven (2006), through the analysis of different ways of frame alignment. We have made use of the enrichments provided by the multi-level network perspective (Rukanova et al., 2007; 2009) and interactions across these levels, as well as the notion of political savvy (Van de Ven, 2005). The case study provides an illustration of how our conceptual framework can be used to analyze the efforts undertaken by actors in a Living Lab to bring their innovation towards adoption in a highly regulated environment. Though it is too early to say anything yet about the final results, whether and how the Beer LL solution will be adopted, we think that the Beer LL innovators have taken the first important steps.

We have detailed the framing interactions of the Beer LL participants in their efforts to ensure the legal feasibility in what they consider to be the best use of the innovation developed during the project. In reflection upon these efforts, we might argue that the interactions with DG/1 were less successful because the DG/1 saw less political opportunities to change at this moment (interaction 1). In the case of BA1 (interaction 2), we may say that the frames were much less resonant than expected beforehand. The fact that the smaller companies did not see as much value as the larger companies, might be a point to investigate further, because it may have consequences both for new attempts to incorporate SMEs into the network, and potentially it also raises questions regarding SME involvement in the Living Lab itself (also as a method to create mobilization). For practitioners, it is also an important observation, that it appears to make more sense to make use of existing organized networks, such as the industry association, for the framing activities, as these groups may already be more powerful. This could be an interesting research question as well.

Our perspective suggests that engaging people in a network is an on-going process. Where situations and context shift over time, so too will peoples' understandings and interests. This may result in significant changes in the way innovations are framed thus resulting in their becoming more but also less appealing at different times. These changes are also likely to result in the reapplication of various framing processes. We have seen that innovators from the Living Lab needed to use a combination of strategies in order to engage in the broader network and they needed to shift their attention from
one group of actors to another when mobilization efforts were not as successful as they had originally thought they would be. Such learning processes are important for practitioners to recognize, as is the development of their understanding of whom to involve, and how to deal with the divergent or even conflicting interests of the different actors. These understandings are directly related to the notion of political savvy. Future research could be valuably directed to seeking further clarification of the notion and making a more detailed study of the behaviours that result in politically savvy action.

Another practical consideration is the fact that we observed that the mobilization of the network was achieved primarily through face-to-face interactions, in workshops and meetings. Beer LL innovators made use of existing events and initiatives, especially in the framing efforts towards the traders. This made sense because the Living Lab actors were able to focus on targeting the framing processes rather than expending resources on facilitating encounters. Research could also investigate the possibilities for making use of IT in order to support the framing processes. Based on our observations, we would suggest that, particularly when there is an important transformation element involved, the use of, for example, mass electronic mailings may be less appropriate, however, when the targeted actors already have more similar interests and congruent frames, such mailings could be used for frame amplification – to clarify and strengthen the shared values and beliefs – and reach out to people in a frame bridging process. This might then be complemented by targeted face-to-face meetings that the Living Lab actors initiate themselves.

We are aware that we have limited our research to the efforts undertaken in one Living Lab that is focused on eCustoms. Efforts are already being made to compare these results with other Living Labs in the same context. Future research could also be directed towards the application of the proposed conceptual framework to Living Labs in other highly regulated environments, such as the energy industry or health care area.
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